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ISSUE NO. 29 VOL. 50

Student health insurance costs could rise under
new Ohio bill
Dylan Dohner
News Writer
Dohner.6@wright.edu

W

right State students may
have to pay extra cash for
health insurance after the introduction of House Bill 511.
The Ohio 130th General Assembly introduced H.B. No. 511
on April 1. The bill in part amends
the age to which parental health
insurance coverage applies to
their dependent, unmarried student offspring from age 28 down
to 26 in Ohio. This puts the age
gate in line with the Affordable

Care Act, on which one can stay
on their parents’ health plan until
26 as well.
A student who attends school
but lives with a parent normally
stays on the parent’s healthcare
plan until age 28.
“This is good,” noted undergrad
political science major Spencer
Brannon, “since health insurance
is expensive, about $900 a person every semester. Your parents
probably get it through their employer, and as a dependent you
might get a better rate.”
With HB 511, the age is re-

duced, and students will have
to pay those prices if they want
their own health insurance plan.
Suggested data shows that
more and more students, particularly graduate students, constitute the 26 to 28 age range.
Wright State will be affected
heavily by the change, more so
than other Ohio universities.
“Non-traditional students
abound here at Wright State, and
you see evidence of that,” Brannon said.
Some students, like undergrad marketing major Danielle

Brandewie, believe the adjustment will hurt.
“Maybe your parents have
great coverage through their
work,” said Brandewie, “or maybe they have provisions that
aren’t available through your
school. But when you pass 26 it
won’t matter, and it doesn’t apply
to you anymore.”
A large number of students will
still be enrolled in school by that
age, she says, and will have to incur those additional costs separate from what their parents can
provide.

The adjustment will help insurance companies, and “reduce
confusion and streamline insurance distribution processes.”
Additionally, positive influences
of this change may be passed on
through trickle-down theories to
consumers, some of whom are
students.
This, however, will take time.
“And time is something students don’t have much of,” said
Brandewie.
The bill will be voted on in May
of this year when the Spring Assembly returns from recess.

CAMPUS
EVENTS:
Wednesday, April 23
• RecFit Bouldering: 12-1
p.m. Climbing Gym
• Ice Cream &
Academics: 2-4:30 p.m.
Founders’ Quadrangle
• House of
Representatives Meeting:
6:30-7:30 p.m. E163
Student Union
• ENG 3010 Comedy
Show Final Exam: 7-9:30
p.m. Dayton Funny Bone
Thursday, April 24
• Women In Science
Celebration: 3-5 p.m.
E156 Student Union
• “The House I Live
In” Film Screening &
Discussion: 4-7 p.m.
Room 101, White Hall
• NPHC Yard Show
2014: 7-10 p.m. Outdoor
amphitheater
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Kegan Sickels

Instagram
Photo of the Week

Saturday, April 26
• Last day of classes
• Softball v. Valparaiso: 3
p.m. WSU Softball Field
• ETHOS Concert: 5:307 p.m. Schuster Hall,
Creative Arts Center
Monday, April 28
• Finals Week begins

Your photo could be shown here! Just include
#WSUGUARDIAN to enter and your
Instagram of WSU could be chosen for our next issue.
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NEWS 3
$2 million research contract
awarded to Wright State
Todd Reigelsperger
Contributing Writer
Reigelsperger.10@wright.edu

A

$2 million research contract from the Air Force
Research Laboratory (AFRL)
was awarded to Wright State’s
Center for Sensor Exploitation
team. Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base is home to AFRL, the
leading aeronautical and aerospace research organization in
the Air Force, the only AF organization dedicated to leading
the discovery, development, and
integration of science technologies.
The facility’s mission is to
support basic and applied scientific research on sensory
systems, aviation, teleconferencing, telerobotics, and virtual
environments. Mining information from video, radar, infrared,

acoustic or chemical sensors
such as: UAV recon, sniffing
hazardous compound scents,
monitoring water levels on the
Great Lakes and detecting small
craft used to fly drugs across the
Mexican border.
The new contract increases
research for students at the
high school, undergraduate
and graduate levels, which is
the main function of the center
in its 10-year history. Through
partnerships, the Center for
Sensor Exploitation has grown
to include more than 100 participants.
Students and faculty also
have access to specialized laboratories and equipment that
are unique to the Dayton area.
Wright State University and the
AFRL have an official Educational Partnership Agreement,
sharing equipment, facilities,

and personnel.
“We have been very fortunate to partner with the AFRL
Sensors Directorate in advancing the state-of-the-art in these
exciting areas while impacting
large numbers of students interested in the STEM fields,” said
center director Brian Rigling.
The Center for Sensor Exploitation has been successful in attracting researchers who develop new technologies important
to the Air Force and local hightech companies. With a diverse
core of students and faculty
from Electrical Engineering,
Computer Science, Biomedical Engineering, Physics, Earth
Sciences and the Wright State
Research Institute, the Center
is positively and significantly
impacting the tech-sector economy of the region and the state.

of Trustees will vote for it on
May 2.
“It’s not such a big deal,” said
accountancy major Heather
Holthaus. “Most may not like it
at first, but it’s a modest boost
that will end up aiding the university. It will diversify what
sorts of things we can pay for in
the future.”
Wright State is currently $350
below the national average for
annual tuition and fees for public institutions of higher education. The tuition rise is a good
thing according to Mark Polatajko, vice president of business

and fiscal affairs.
“We’ve gotten there over the
past four years. Prior to that, we
were above the national average,” Polatajko said. Wright State
continues to consistently perform at the fourth lowest of the
tuition levels within all of Ohio’s
14 institutions of public higher
education.
“We continue to garner value
and deliver value, which I think
students in our community have
entrusted in us when they come
here and pursue their educational objectives,” Polatajko said.

Wright State considering tuition
increase next academic year
Dylan Dohner
News Writer
Dohner.6@wright.edu

W

right State has discussed a 2.2 percent
tuition increase for the fall
2014 semester, meaning the
normal full-time student payment will rise by roughly $188.
Last year’s student tuition was
$8,542 for one academic year.
The increase was discussed
during a 2015 annual budget presentation, along with a
$304.5 million proposed annual operating budget for all university operations. The Board
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New on campus: Office
for Transfer Students
Todd Reigelsperger
Contributing Writer
Reigelsperger.10@wright.edu

T

he Transfer Student Resource Center on campus
hopes to make transitioning
into Wright State as smooth as
possible for incoming transfer
students by providing important information and working
closely with different offices on
campus.
Located on the second floor of
the Student Union, the Transfer
Student Resource Center first
opened in the fall of 2013, with
the goal of assisting students
to create plans for successful
transitions to campus. “Because
each transfer student’s situation is unique, we provide individualized attention to help create a personalized pathway for
each prospective student,” said
Charles Long, Executive Director of the Transfer Center.
The Transfer Center provides
a variety of resources to prospective students, from explaining the transfer admission process to connecting them with
academic advisors. Transfer advisors use detailed lists of items
that students can utilize before,
during and after the admissions
process such as information on
transfer scholarships and campus resources that students

www.theguardianonline.com

may be unaware are available.
Transferring to Wright State is
a decision hundreds of students
make each year. Director of the
Transfer Center, Ryan Black,
is in the process of creating a
Student Advisory Board of previous transfer students to help
incoming students by applying
their experience in the transfer
process. The goal is to generate
practical solutions to current
problems, in order to create a
better process in the future.
One member of the Student
Adivsory Board, Brenda Pearl,
is an International Studies major in her second semester at
Wright State. The Transfer Center was not in place when Pearl
transferred before the fall 2013
semester, but fortunately had no
trouble transferring her credit
hours from Cuyahoga Community College. The Advisory
Board will serve as an opportunity for students to connect
with others who may have experienced some similar problems.
“I didn’t know there were so
many transfer students on campus, now I don’t feel alone,’’ said
Pearl.
The Transfer Center is excited
to continue helping those in
need, to give students the opportunity to spend more time
focusing on the important parts
of their education.
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4 OPINION
2048: A Random String of
Numbers? I Think Not
Brandon Berry
Contributing Writer
Berry.124@wright.edu

ask.fm/mandyadvice

I had a dream that I married a guy in my class. I
know it means we’re supposed to get married. The
only problem is that when I told him about it he
gave me a disgusted look and walked away. Now
he won’t speak to me or even look at me. How do
I convince him that my dream means that we are
meant to be?
Sincerely,
Premonitions

Dear Premonitions,

According to some not-even-a-little-sketchy dream
interpretation websites, dreams of marrying someone mean that you are in a period of transition, or
going through a crucial developmental phase in your
life. (Presumably not puberty, right? RIGHT?) So,
there’s that.

My first response is that he is NOT the man of your
dreams, simply because he gave you that disgusted
look. Any guy worth your time would play along and
at least pretend that it’s a funny idea. If he can’t even
humor you, he’s probably not a good match for you.
(Guys without a sense of humor aren’t a good match
for anyone, by the way.)
It sounds to me like you should stop trying to convince him of the validity of your dream marriage and
focus on reality instead.
Love,

Mandy

Disclaimer: Ask Mandy is satirical and intended for
humorous purposes. The views and opinions reflected are
those of Mandy, not The Guardian as an organization.
4
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D

o you ever feel accomplished, almost to the
point where you can’t help
but brag? Do you ever feel like
you’re the king of the world
when you’re really, at best, the
prince? What about being good
at things, you good at doing
things? Well, download the app
2048 on your Smart Phone and
you’ll lose all of these attributes
and more; including your dignity.
Why do I get mixed up with
this crowd all the time? It happened with Flappy Bird, and
now this stupid number game.
Jeez, what have I done with
my life? “Nothing.” Yeah, well,
don’t rub it in. I should go make
some friends. Yeah, that’ll do!
Oh, here’s a potential customer
now…
Hey, uh, you wanna be my
friend? “Not a snowball’s chance
in Hell.”
Now I remember why I don’t
do this sort of thing. All depress-

ing thoughts aside, I’d like to
actually talk about this week’s
number one rated app on the
iTunes store: 2048. I’m not
entirely sure if an application
needs italics, but it sure makes
it dramatic, doesn’t it? Let’s try
some others: awesomesauce,
kaakaa, onomatopoeia, Brandon Berry. Hmm, that’s weird.
Brandon Berry, dammit. Odd…
anyway.
Let us (make you a salad) put
two and two together so we can
finally realize that making a bird
jump through a pipe gap is the
worst premise of any game ever.
Now, if you’re unaware of the
app 2048, that is exactly what
you do: put two and two together. Then fours, then eights, etc.
Multiples. Until, of course, you
get to 2048.
Now to many, it may seem like
a smart and very difficult game;
which it is. Very much so. However, it’s not just for the intelligent because, well, I’m playing
it. Though hard, very addicting.
So I’m warning you: only download this game if you are willing
to become an addict. Because

it can, and will, happen. One of
my acquaintances (remember,
I don’t have friends) was playing it at the lunch table and I got
the idea to partake in the fun as
well.
All it takes is a few swipes of
the finger and you become the
insta-addict you always dreamt
of being. Or maybe that was just
me…regardless, it’s free and,
if you know me, that’s the only
type of thing I purchase.
So, after about two weeks of
play-ature and failure, I began
to think that beating the game
was highly impossible. However, I got a hot tip from another
acquaintance that there is a
method to the damn madness
that is 2048. Dramatic-ness.
I don’t want to ruin your
amusement, though. I want you
to experience the thousands
of trials and errors that everyone does. Eventually, after you
waste enough studying, socializing, and life-time, you’ll beat it.
You will. I know you will. Know
why? Because I did. Now I’m a
prince. Who’s the idiot now?

a foodie, she especially enjoys
the opportunity to try various
dishes from around the world.
(I must admit I enjoy this aspect
of diversity as well, a little too
much.)
It’s as if they intuitively understand what research illustrates
are the benefits of diversity and
inclusion. Research conducted
by Daryl G. Smith, Senior Research Fellow and Professor
Emerita at Claremont Graduate
University and others indicates
that encounters with diversity
in the college setting have a
positive impact on all students
whether they are in the majority or minority on whatever dimension of identity you might
choose to examine. Among other benefits, it improves critical
thinking and leadership skills as
well as general cognitive complexity and development. As
you might guess under the right
conditions it also increases empathy and decreases prejudiced
attitudes helping those engaged
in cross-cultural activities commit to creating positive social
change on campus and within

the broader communities we
share.
Inclusion is about capitalizing
on the diversity of thought and
experiences found in our campus community by doing things
in a way that respects all members (whether we agree with
them or not) and gives everyone
the opportunity to be heard.
This creates some tension, even
at times conflict. But that is alright if we respond to the conflict with civility and with the
purpose of finding a solution
that serves the common good.
This is often the way significant
positive change begins. In order
to facilitate this, the staff in the
Division of Multicultural Affairs
and Community Engagement
will be writing a column in the
Guardian during the next academic year. I invite you to share
with me your questions and
general topics of interest related to diversity and inclusion so
that we can address them in our
column. In closing I wish you
good luck on your exams and a
summer that is everything you
need it to be!

Inclusion Matters

Kimberly Barrett, PhD
VP for Multicultural Affairs and
Community Engagement

I

have learned a lot over the
almost two years that I have
been at Wright State University.
Some things I learned were new
related to the university and the
region. And some served to reinforce lessons already learned.
One of these is that inclusion
matters. Whenever I meet with
students they tell me that they
want more intercultural interaction and programming on campus. Two students who work
in our office said the following
about the benefits of diversity.
Mitchell, a local first year student, quoted Maya Angelou
stating that “in diversity there
is beauty and there is strength”.
He went on to explain that being
confident in your uniqueness
enables you to appreciate differences in others. Kavya, a graduate student from India said that
being in diverse environments
and learning about different cultures allows us to come to understand the ways in which we
are fundamentally the same. As

@wsuguardian
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NEWS 5
Algerian delegation visits Wright State to learn
about educational opportunities

Photo by Adia Lane: Contributing Photographer
Members of the Algerian delegation along with Provost Sundaram Narayanan (sixth from right).

Adia Lane
Contributing Writer
Lane.53@wright.edu

T

he visit of several Algerian delegates to WSU
included a tour of the campus,
classroom observations and
presentations on maintaining
accreditation and the roles of
the Faculty Senate and staff advisory councils.
Michelle
Streeter-Ferrari,
director of Wright State’s University Center for International
Education, said one objective
of the State Department is to
introduce the delegation to the
United States for a better understanding of what our education
system is like.
The delegate’s goals were to
examine the process and role of
accreditation, meet with university faculty and staff, survey student services and international

student programs and discuss
administration and leadership.
“The University Center for International Education through
our Dayton Council of International Visitors Program (housed
in our office at Wright State
University) organized the visit
to Dayton by the Algerian delegation under the umbrella of
the International Visitor Leadership Program run by the US
State Department,” said Streeter-Ferrari. “Wright State was
granted the opportunity after a
proposal was sent to DC.”
The visitors were government
officials from the Ministry of
Education in Algeria. StreeterFerrari said that Algeria has historically had more connections
with Europe and in particular,
France.
“These officials were identified by the US State Department
as emerging leaders in Educa-

tion in Algeria who could help
form a bridge between the two
countries,” said Streeter-Ferrari. “They would like to know
about our educational system
and Wright State is honored to
showcase our excellent academic programs.”
The State Department International Visitor Leadership
Program brings emerging leaders to the US for a few weeks at
a time to learn about important
areas of interest for both the
US and the selected countries
abroad.
WSU Dayton Council of International Visitors is housed
in the UCIE and has brought
numerous groups to Dayton to
learn about a variety of topics
such as diversity, human rights,
government
transparency,
transportation, education, research, community and civic engagement and several other ar-

eas of strength for Wright State
and the Dayton area.
“Wright State began exploring
this opportunity through connections brought by the Dayton
Council on World Affairs for
which UCIE is the host institution,” said Streeter-Ferrari.
WSU was initially approved as
a provisional member in February 2011 and a full member in
August 2012.
“Wright State became approved in just the last couple
years for official delegation visits,” said WSU Public Relations
Strategist Seth Bauguess. “A
university must reach a certain
status to become approved for
official delegation visiting.”
The UCIE applied for the provisional and subsequent full
membership through a process
much like a grant proposal. It
hosted a site visit by the National Office in DC along with a

member of the Board before receiving finally approval.
“At that time, very few International Visitor Councils were
located at a University, so Wright
State really spearheaded a new
initiative which has proven
to be quite successful for our
University and region,” said
Streeter-Ferrari. “The UCIE has
a subcommittee of the UCIE Advisory Committee which reviews
progress on programs and potential visits with close collaboration with the Dayton Council
on World Affairs as a regional
resource.”
Before leaving campus on
Tuesday the visitors had lunch
with the WSU Provost.
“They were very impressed by
Wright State and the hospitality
they received,” said Streeter-Ferrari “We hope to see some Algerian students on campus someday soon.”

ees for its approval on May 2.
With less revenue expected
from student room charges and
fees, total revenues for residence services are expected to
drop by $82,000 next year.
Theoretically, auxiliary services like student housing
should be self-supporting and
not taking funds from the general fund, said Polatajko. In the
2015 fiscal year, the amount of
revenue from residence services will equal the money spent
next year for on-campus living.
“Those are also sales generating activities so they need to determine where they’re priced,”

Polatajko said. “There is a pricing elasticity. At what point will
people make a buying decision?
I respect the leadership of the
residence services team to price
the rate that will bring in and
maintain that good level of service.”
Jackie Kucirka represents
residents on WSU’s Student
Government. She said she was
pleased with the changes and
hopes it will draw more residents on campus.
“We are largely a commuter
school but I think resident life
and housing are looking at making changes that will increase

student population here,” Kucirka said.
Rates for Forest Lane, The
Woods, The Village and Honors
complex will remain the same.
Charges at Hamilton Hall, College Park and University Park
will see a decrease to 8.7 percent from current rates.
“I know plenty of residents
that would appreciate a decrease in the price,” Kucirka
said.
One cost increase most living on campus will see is a $7
increase to the activity fee now
$60.
Dorm prices on campus will

range from $2,298 a semester
for a triple room in Hamilton
Hall to $4,019 for a large twobedroom dorm in Forest Lane.
Most dorms on campus are
priced around $3,000 per semester.
The rates at Wright State
are slightly lower than those
at nearby public universities.
Rooms at the University of Cincinnati range from $3,137 to
$4,259 a semester for 2014-15.
While rates have not been finalized at Ohio State for next
year, rooms at OSU are currently
priced at $3,040 to $3,900 per
semester.

Price increase not expected for campus residents
Justin Boggs
Sports Writer
Boggs.59@wright.edu

W

hile tuition and parking
costs might increase in
the fall, the expense of living on
Wright State’s campus will likely not increase per the operating
budget released last Thursday.
Wright State Vice President
for Business and Fiscal Affairs
Mark Polatajko presented the
budget last Thursday to the Finance and Audit Committee of
the WSU Board of Trustees. The
proposed budget was forwarded from the full board of trust-
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• CLASS OF 2014 •
Congratulations on your graduation from

Wright State University
ARE YOU READY TO PUT
YOUR CAREER IN DRIVE?

We’re hiring all majors for entry-level
professional positions.
Benefits include promotion from within, health and life
insurance, 401(k) matching, wellness programs, and
sports leagues, just to name a few.

N

Check out current openings at reyrey.com/careers.

© 2014 The Reynolds and Reynolds Company. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. 4/14
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WRIGHT LIFE 7
Put Your Career In Drive
With Reynolds & Reynolds
Sponsored Content

First-ever Ancient
Science Fair comes
to WSU
Zara Qureshi
Contributing Writer
Qureshi.15@wright.edu

W

Photo courtesy of Reynolds and Reynolds
Tug-of-War, an annual Reynolds and Reynolds company picnic staple

Adia Lane
Contributing Writer
Lane.53@wright.edu

R

eynolds and Reynolds
looks for talented individuals to join its team of professionals and believes that
their success is built on the abilities of their associates which is
why they strive to create a challenging and rewarding environment where all individuals are
respected and encouraged to
grow in their career.
Currently, full time and part
time positions are available as
well as summer and year round
internships.
“We have opportunities in
customer and product support, marketing, sales, recruiting, information technology,
project management and software development,” said Senior
Recruiting Associate Heather
Lauer. “Because of our focus on
internal training, we are open
to all majors.”
Senior Vice President Willie
Daughters said they look for
people who are excited about a
career.
“I want people with a positive
attitude and I want people who
want to learn something new, I
don’t care if their degree is in
underwater basket weaving, if
they come in and have that motivation they can have a career
and it’s important to me for
them to know that.”
Daughters feels that fresh
ideas from various perspectives
aids in company growth.
“I look at it as a huge advan-

tage that we hire at entry level,
it has been that way ever since
I’ve been here. It doesn’t matter what your degree is because
when you have a degree you can
do anything,” said Daughters.
“What a degree tells me is that
this person is willing to learn
and they’ll stick to it till it’s done
and that’s critical for me for success, we have people here with
degrees in everything you could
imagine, even zoology, and with
no prior experience.”
“Because we offer so many
entry level positions, there are
obviously a lot of young individuals working here and we know
that college students who have
just moved to the area may not
have a support system, so we
work to provide opportunities
where they can build one and
have a great time doing it,” said
Walsh, the director of recruiting.
“We have company sports, for
example, we are getting ready to
start all of our softball and volleyball leagues soon, we have a
softball diamond, volleyball and
basketball court and workout
facilities on site as well.”
“We are all on a first name basis and it’s not uncommon for a
senior vice president to interact with someone who’s barely
been here a year,” said Walsh.
“We have a very open environment here and when it comes to
opportunities like that, it isn’t a
matter of how long you’ve been
here.”
“I have several examples of
kids that come from Wright
State that have done a fantastic job. We’ve had a lot of luck

facebook.com/theguardianonline

and I’ve told them [WSU] that
they’re really doing a good job
with the students,” said Daughters. “I don’t know what they
put in the soup over there but
the people coming out of there
do a really great job.”
For students interested in employment the preferred method
is to email a resume directly to
apply@reyrey.com to be considered for all available opportunities, or visit reyrey.com/careers
to view available positions and
apply.
“After an application is received, our recruiters review
it and qualified applicants are
contacted and scheduled for
an assessment test,” said Lauer.
“The test is part of our hiring
process, and we use it to determine the types of skills a candidate possesses and if they’re a
fit for the position they’ve applied for – or if they fit another
open position entirely. We’ve
had much success finding skills
and aptitudes for positions that
candidates were unaware they
were qualified for.”
“Our twitter site is @reyreycarrers which is another place
we post job openings and where
we will be at, not only Wright
State but other career events in
the area as well,” said Corporate
Communicatons Specialist Ryan
Peverly.
“We’ve had a tremendous
amount of success with Wright
State,” said Daughters. “Which
has provided a tremendous
amount of opportunities for
both the students and us.”
@wsuguardian

right State University’s
first Ancient Science
Fair will take place on Thursday
in the Millet atrium.
The event includes exhibits
where students from Ancient
Science will present their research projects through oral
presentations, poster sessions
and demonstrations of ancient
machines, such as catapults.
Associate professors Rebecca
Edwards and Erik Banks both
designed and co-teach the Ancient Science course, another
first for WSU, and Edwards explained the ideas and importance behind the creation of the
class.
“[Dr. Banks and I] both feel
it is important for students to
receive a well-rounded education,” Edwards said. “We
especially wanted to present
scientific development and
technological advances in their
proper historical context. By
examining the scientific history
of the ancient world, we can
find points of connection to our
own.”
Banks also spoke of the importance of the course and how
it also contributes to the development of a well-rounded student.
“This course is an example
of how liberal arts students
can get some exposure to the
methods and history of science
and the context of science in
the ancient world,” Banks said.
“We have done everything from
architecture and engineering to
mathematics, mechanics, and

www.theguardianonline.com

ancient medicine in the course.”
One of those students is Timothy Corcoran, who will present
a study of Roman military engineering.
“The support from the [Liberal Arts] department for the fair
has been great,” Corcoran said.
“We have some truly inspired
projects in the works. Seeing
liberal arts students flex their
scientific and engineering muscles has been rather interesting
in the best possible way. It ought
to be a good show.”
At the fair, students will have
an up-close learning experience
with the scientific and technological advancements of the ancient world. The exhibits will focus on ancient medicine, Greek
and Roman warfare and water
clocks, Parthenon and Roman
architecture, ancient atomism,
geocentric cosmos and more.
Materials will also be available for hands-on demonstration such as a Roman arch kit,
simple machines and a miniballista. Edwards described
what she hopes students attending the event will learn
from it and that they will realize
the important impact of ancient
science today.
“I hope that students will
come away from this event with
a greater appreciation for the
scientific advancements of the
Ancient Greeks and Romans,”
Edwards said. “Their knowledge formed the basis for many
of the great leaps forward experienced during the Renaissance
and Enlightenment. In many
ways, the Greeks set the stage
for the whole idea of science in
the western world.”
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When you play the game of
April Craze
returns to WSU finals
Adam Ramsey
Features Writer
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

S

tudents let off some steam
at April Craze, Wright
State University’s annual yearend celebration on April 18
from 11a.m. to 4p.m.
April Craze, sprawling across
the North Lawn, had various
tables set up by organizations
that hosted different activities,
freebies, inflatables, contests
and giveaways, as well as cotton
candy, food trucks and more.
According to Ilysia Murray,
vice-president of the University
Activities Board, April Craze is
intended to be a celebration of
reaching the end of the year.
“It’s one of the long standing traditions we have here at
WSU,” Murray said. “We want to
celebrate students and faculty
for their hard work and studying, and honestly, I don’t know
why we shouldn’t have it. Everyone deserves to be rewarded for their hard work.”
However, it also serves as a
way for students to build connections with other students
according to Sara Hejab, senior
nursing major and member of
UAB.
“It brings a lot of people together, too,” said Hejab. “When
you’re in classes, you’re pretty
much with the same people every day. At April Craze, you get
out and mingle a little bit more
with people you might not see
on a daily basis.”
Murray agreed and stated
that she had a similar experience at her first April Craze.
According to Jack Pence, as-

sistant director of the Office of
Student Activities, April Craze is
also an opportunity for students
to create memories that they
can share in the future.
April Craze is similar to Fall
Fest, another event typically
held on the North Lawn that
involves student organization
collaboration that takes place at
the beginning of the academic
year. However, Pence said that
the two events are distinct from
one another.
“Fall Fest is more about getting involved and finding your
niche,” Pence said. “It puts all
the opportunities out there for
new students or returning students that aren’t involved. April
Craze is just about relaxing and
having fun.”
Bradley Hensley, sophomore
art major, said he was intrigued
to see how well student organizations collaborated with each
other to build a sense of community.
“It’s nice to see a bunch of student organizations, even some
that don’t necessarily agree
with each other, just working
together to make an event fun
for a lot of people,” Hensley said.
Logan Bruce, senior english
major and worker for the Windows table at April Craze was
impressed at the quality of the
event and the student response.
“Everything seemed to be going really well,” said Bruce. “A
lot of people were excited about
our table. There was free stuff
everywhere. There was some
cheap food, free food. Everyone seemed to be having a good
time.”

Photo by Leah Kelley, News Editor
Students at April Craze participate in henna art
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Leah Kelley
News Editor
Kelley.90@wright.edu

W

hen you play the game
of finals, you win or

you die.
The capitol is destroyed after
the midterm Battle of Blackwater much like our GPA’s, but we
will rally for the last skirmish:
finals week.
The first step is to scheme
with our academic advisor
Varys, who will only betray
trade secrets if the door to his
chamber is firmly sealed. After
all, the little birds at The Guard-

ian might get wind of his plans.
We question our alliances—
with whom shall we align ourselves for the final fight? Probably not Sansa, who trembles
and weeps at the very thought
of an exam. Neither with Jaime,
who is a notorious cheater with
illegible handwriting now that
he writes left-handed. We are
tempted to join Samwell Tarly in
the kitchen and stuff our faces
full of comfort food rather than
face our fears.
Perhaps we will align ourselves with Little Finger, who
has never been seen without
a great, heavy book placed be-

neath his arm, or the Knights
Watch who would rather kill a
thousand white walking professors than fail the task at hand.
We march into battle, some
of us Starks with the foresight
to study ahead, some of us Lannisters with gold jingling in our
pockets to pay off the teacher’s
assistants, and some of us Targaryans with the dragon-like
tenacity (and a little insanity?)
to fight to the death.
Oh, and who am I? I am Jon
Snow, for I know nothing.
Finals are coming.

story about an old man traveling
across the country with his cat.
It features legendary comedian
Art Carney giving a truly great
performance in this character
piece.
Want something more thrilling? Don’t worry, I’ve got you
covered. On Netflix right now
there’s “Dredd,” a great action
film that was well received but
didn’t do too well at the box office. I encourage anyone who
loves a good action film to check
it out. Karl Urban is awesome as
Judge Dredd.
There’s also Steve Spielberg’s
“The Adventures of Tintin: The
Secret of the Unicorn,” a film I
think a lot of people have sadly
forgotten about. To quote movie
critic Mathew Buck, “This is
what Kingdom of the Crystal
Skulls should’ve been.” It features great action set pieces, an
intriguing mystery and another
great performance from Andy
Serkis. If you’re a fan of westerns, you can’t go without the
1985 film “Silverado.” A great
love letter to classic westerns,
it features an incredible cast,
great interlocking stories and a
beautiful score. Also John Cleese
is in it.
Looking for something a little
less macho? If you’re someone
who loves a good romance. I
can’t recommend enough the
1960 Oscar Winning romantic comedy “The Apartment,”
featuring two great leads, Jack

Lemmon and Shirley MacLaine,
in this extremely charming romantic film. But what about
something with a major female
cast? The Marshall classic “A
League of Their Own” is a movie about an all-female baseball
team that played during World
War II. There is great chemistry between Geena Davis and
Lori Petty and their constant
battle with each other. It’s a
great comedy with characters
that will warm your heart. And
if you have a sister you’ll probably want to give her a call after
the movie.
Of course I have to recommend some Disney films, because we all want to relive that
warm fuzzy feeling we had
when watching those classics. I
recommend my personal favorite animated film, “The Great
Mouse Detective.” It’s Sherlock
Holmes meets Disney animation, and maybe it will help
you hunt down your notes for
finals. Other Disney films I recommend include “The Sword
in the Stone” which follows a
young King Arthur before he
becomes king. We see someone
go through school basically and
then become great. That’ll motivate you: if Arthur can achieve
greatness from virtually nothing, so can you.
Best of luck on your finals
and “May the odds be ever in
your favor.”

Movies to get you through
finals week
John Hamilton
Contributing Writer
Hamilton.107@wright.edu

F

i n a l s
are approaching
and
you
know what
that means:
stress and studying
things we meant to study before. Everyone has their own
way of dealing with stress.
Some students exercise, some
meditate and many go for Netflix.
Struggling with what to
watch? Here are some suggestions. Now I could give easy selections, such as Joss Whedon’s
The Avengers, but where’s the
fun in that?
Out of respect for the late
Harold Ramis, I have to recommend the classic 1984 actioncomedy “Ghostbusters.” What
can I say about this film that
hasn’t already been said? Some
of the best comedians fight
ghosts. I think I sold you on it.
I also recommend Billy Wilder’s “Some Like It Hot.” A story
about two guys on the run from
gangsters and to help avoid
them they dress up as women
and join an all-female performance group. Sounds like an
overdone plot but it is hilarious. Then there’s 1974’s “Harry and Tonto,” a charming little

@wsuguardian
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SPORTS 9
The game known as Men’s Tennis: Raiders fall to
Ultimate Frisbee
league champs in regular
Emily Gay
Contributing Writer
Gay.21@wright.edu

T

he game of Ultimate Frisbee is a combination of
football, soccer and basketball.
With seven players on each
team made up of either cutters
or handlers, the goal is to score
points as fast as possible [Up to
13] on a field shaped like a football field.
“In the beginning, one team
throws the disc to the other side
of the end zone like a kick-off,
while the other team catches
the disc and tries to bring it to
the other end zone,” senior Aaron Schwieterman said.
The rules for Ultimate Frisbee
resemble that of basketball and
football, with plays including
turnovers, out of bounds and
fumbles.
“If you step out of bounds the
disc is turned over [to the other
team], if you drop the disc, it’s
turned over and if you catch
the opponents disc, it’s turned
over,” Schwieterman said.
Schwieterman plays on a local team named Airstrike, which
represents Wright State University in a collegiate conference.
“There is about 22 of us on
the team [all WSU students],”
Schwieterman said.
After being invited to regionals to represent the Raiders,
Airstrike will have to win at

regionals to compete in nationals, which are held in Cincinnati,
Ohio.
“At sectionals we were sixth
out of 13 teams, which qualified
us for regionals. So at regionals
there are going to be 16 teams,
mostly from Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia and the
winner from that tournament
moves on to nationals,” Schwieterman said.
To prepare for regionals, the
Ultimate Frisbee players run
drills and practice technique
leading up to the tournament.
“At practice, we start with a
simple warm-up, do some drills
and then we practice on catching the disc, throwing the disc
better as well as timing between
people throwing the disc and
catching the disc…so we can get
that power play deep into the
end zone for the point,” Schwieterman said.
At the upcoming tournament,
Airstrike will face tough competition coming from Case Western Reserve and Cincinnati.
“Our motto is to upset a bunch
of teams in the region, if we have
the opportunity to play UC or
Case Western again and win,
that would be fantastic so we
could pull off a huge upset,” Schweiterman said.
The regionals tournament
will take place in Toledo, Ohio
on Saturday and Sunday.

Team Airstrike will try to secure a spot in the national ultimate frisbee tournament this weekend.
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season finale

Photo by Justin Boggs: Sports Writer
Hayden Joblin and the Raiders failed to blemish the Horizon League champion Green Bay Phoenix’s now perfect conference record Saturday.

Justin Boggs
Sports Writer
Boggs.59@wright.edu

W

ith two singles matches
going to a third and
deciding set, Wright State’s
Hayden Joblin and Marc Sodini
tried to spoil Green Bay’s bid
for an outright Horizon League
title.
Their efforts came up short.
The duo lost their respective
matches allowing the Phoenix
to top the Raiders 5-2 in the
regular season finale Saturday afternoon at WSU’s tennis
courts.
“We put ourselves in a position to win and I don’t think
anyone expected that from
the outset,” Wright State head
coach Sean McCaffrey said. “It is
disappointing to lose on senior
day but nonetheless, I am proud
of the fight they put in.”
Green Bay went 6-0 in conference play, clinched the Horizon League title and prevented
Wright State from earning a
share of the title.
The Raiders were without the
services of Lauri Makikalli who
@wsuguardian

retired from a match on April 13
with an injury.
“It came down to the last couple matches, we battled pretty
hard,” Joblin said. “We had our
back against the wall from the
start since we were missing arguably our best player. It was
tough.”
The Raiders got off to the
start they were looking for. After
Green Bay won the No. 1 doubles match, the Raiders rallied
in the other two doubles matches to win. The No. 2 pair of Dan
Gilbert and Michal Lyzwa broke
Green Bay’s service before serving out to win the match.
Myles Harris and Marc Sodini
clinched the important doubles
point shortly thereafter on Harris’ serve.
Despite the spark that winning the doubles point provided
the Raiders, singles play did
not start out well for WSU. The
Raiders dropped the first set
in five of their six matches. The
lone exception was Lyzwa, who
won in straight sets over Joey
Leto.
However, Sodini and Joblin
rallied in their matches to take
www.theguardianonline.com

the second set to force a third
set in their respective matches.
“They gave us a chance to stay
in it,” McCaffrey said.
Joblin took his first two service games to go up 2-1. Meanwhile, Sodini broke Rowan
Isaaks’ serve to go up 2-0. That
was as close as WSU would get.
Green Bay’s Leopold Islinger
topped Joblin in the third 6-2
while Isaaks dispatched Sodini
6-2.
“It was rough with the emotions there,” Joblin said after
falling in the third set.
The Raiders earned a No. 3
seed for this weekend’s Horizon
League Championships in Ann
Arbor, Mich. Wright State will
play Youngstown State for the
second time this season. WSU
won the previous matchup versus the Penguins 5-2 on March
22.
Joblin said the team is confident heading into the tournament.
“We took the best team in the
conference down to the wire.
We’re right there,” Joblin said.
April 23, 2014
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10 BULLETIN
Classifieds
Dayton Pool Management is seeking responsible and mature individuals interested in joining our team for the 2014 summer
season. Available Jobs are Pool Technicians, Pool
Managers, Lifeguards, and Pool Attendants. Must
be hardworking and dependable. Work hours are
flexible. Please call 937-395-1444 for more information or go to http://dayton-pmg.com/employment/application and apply online.
Local commercial swimming pool company is seeking qualified individuals
for a full-time Regional Supervisor
position. We are looking for someone that has
basic knowledge of swimming pools, and has
excellent time management skills. As a Regional
Supervisor, you will be assigned an area with
multiple pools that you will be responsible for
managing / maintaining. To apply for the position, please email your resume to jobs@daytonpmg.com

FILM STUDENT INTERN
Local Non-Profit Organization is seeking intern
film student to assist with documentary. Must be
willing to travel some weekends and have your
own film equipment. We will be working with
professional special effects artists in order to improve the lives of women battling breast cancer
through prosthesis.
Contact: Brandy Poland
937.474.0831

MATTRESSES FOR SALE Queen Pillow-Top Mattress Set $149 Black Microfiber Futon $149 TwinQueen Bed Frames $39 Brand New Overstock
Items!!! Call (937) 668-5111
Green Kawasaki Ninja 250R Motorcycle
New Shocks, New Yoshimura Exhaust, New rear
breaks, Bubble Windscreen, 6000mi.
$2,299

Leave message 937-848-7108

THE
GUARDIAN

IS LOOKING FOR

INTERNS
If you are a writer,

photographer,
or graphic designer

contact the guardian at

guardianeditorial

@gmail.com
Summer or Fall 2014

Make a Difference, See the World,
and Gain Valuable Skills

peacecorps.gov/openings
Apply now for program choices!

.

1.855.855.1961 | chicago@peacecorps.gov
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SPORTS 11
Women’s Tennis: Raiders clinch tournament
berth on senior day
Justin Boggs
Sports Writer
Boggs.59@wright.edu

N

eeding a win to advance
to the Horizon League
Championships, Wright State
dominated Green Bay by sweeping all nine matches and beating
the Phoenix 7-0 Saturday morning.
Emotions ran high Saturday
as WSU head coach Sean McCaffrey honored his two seniors
following the contest.
Seniors Liz Steingass and
Chelsea Girgash got the Raiders
off to a winning start by taking
their doubles match 8-4. Steingass hit a looping ace into the
ad-court breaking WSU’s threegame doubles losing streak.
It was Steingass’ first double
match of the season. She has
had to sit much of the season
while a talented group of freshmen have seen the bulk of the
playing time. McCaffrey said he
wanted to show trust in Steingass in a critical meet.
“Her freshman year, she said,
‘don’t you trust me?’” McCaffrey said. “Ever since then, that
is something that has been on

my mind. In a conference for a
match where if we win, we go
to the conference tournament,
I was waiting for today for that
to happen when I could have
played a freshman to get the experience. I went with my guts.”
Prior to the seniors’ match
coming to a conclusion, freshmen Linsey Verstrepen and
Elaine Cloern dominated Green
Bay’s Lauren Miketinac and Rachael Menos en route to an 8-0
win.
“They have stepped up,” Steingass said about the freshmen. “They have taken a lot of
responsibility and grown a lot.”
Verstrepen came into the
season inexperienced at the
doubles spot. Winning 8-0
showed the progress that the
Belgium native has had. Verstrepen credited her coaches
for helping her learn doubles.
“To end like that, it is amazing,” she said. “In the beginning
of the season, I never would
have expected to win a doubles
match 8-0. I am really improving in doubles.”
Wright State carried the momentum into singles play. Girgash was the first Raider off the

court with a 6-1, 6-0 win. Steingass won her match 6-2-6-3.
Verstrepen in the No. 1 singles spot topped Green Bay’s
Stephanie Londre 6-3, 6-0. Verstrepen finished the regular
season with an 11-14 singles
record primarily going against
the other team’s No. 1 player.
“It was such a nice experience,
I can’t wait for next year,” Verstrepen said. “It was an amazing year. With the memories, I’ll
never forget this year.”
With six freshmen regularly
in the lineup for McCaffrey, he
is glad his young players get
the experience of playing in the
conference tournament being
held in Ann Arbor, Mich. starting Friday.
“There are five teams that
have a good opportunity to
win. It is not that I discount our
group, but we are the youngest
group in the conference,” McCaffrey said. “That is what we
are going to be doing throughout the tournament, starting
all freshmen one-through-six.
When that happens, we are going to be firing on all cylinders
going into the tournament.”

Photo by Justin Boggs: Sports Writer
Freshman Linsey Verstrepen helped her teammates finish their seasons strong against Green Bay.

Beyond the Box Score: A few of the honorable
mentions that need to be mentioned

Andrew Smith
Sports Editor
Smith.1026@wright.edu

N

ext
week,
Guardian
Sports will hand out
awards for best Male and Female Athlete of the Year, Coach
of the Year, Freshman of the
Year and Game of the Year.
The writers and I felt that
these categories offered us a
chance to showcase the best
of the best from the 2013-14
sports year at Wright State.
However, those awards are
not all inclusive, and I would
be remiss if I did not take some
time to acknowledge a few of
the most impactful, entertaining and just plain fun players,
coaches and games that did not
make our selective list of the
aforementioned honors.

Team that dealt with, overcame most adversity (The
Daniel Bryan Award)
Winner: Volleyball
The Raiders volleyball team
finished 6-26 overall this season
and lost all 14 of its conference
matches. There was a five-week
stretch from Sept. 20 to Oct. 25
where the squad won all of two
sets in 12 matches. But although
WSU struggled to compete with
its opponent on most nights,
these girls kept an ear-to-ear
smile through it all.
Team that deserved more
support from its fan base (The
Cleveland Indians Award)
Winner: Women’s Basketball

facebook.com/theguardianonline

It was a banner year for
Wright State basketball. The
men’s program made it to the
Horizon League Championship
game, before losing to Milwaukee. The women’s team picked
up where the men left off,
thwarting Green Bay en route
to the team’s first-ever trip to
the NCAA Tournament. Head
coach Mike Bradbury notched
his third 20-win season in four
years. Despite the team’s success, WSU managed only 493
fans a night in 16 home games
this season.
Most Interesting Coach to
Interview (The Gregg Popovich
Award)
Winner: Mike Bradbury
Never one to mince words,
@wsuguardian

Bradbury always provided an
interesting quote for any media
member with a voice recorder
or notepad handy. Bradbury’s
passionate sideline demeanor
often translated to his postgame
pressers where the Kentuckynative spoke openly about his
team’s successes and failures in
a given night.
Best Show-Stealing
Performance of the Year (The
Danny Green Award)
Winner: KC Elkins vs. Valparaiso (March 8, 2014)
Elkins entered Senior Day
against the Crusaders shooting 31 percent from behind the
arc, but improved on that number significantly after hitting a
program-record 10 3-pointers.
www.theguardianonline.com

The 37 points Elkins finished
with set a new career-high for
the senior, who would miss
the Raiders’ first-ever NCAA
Tournament berth after tearing
her ACL in the Horizon League
Championship.

Check out The

Guardian’s website

today for a full list of
the year-end award
finalists.
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sign a fall 2014 lease today & receive a

$120

GIFT CARD

$10 OFF
YOUR MONTHLY RENT

+ SAVE $185 WITH ZERO DOWN

MAY 2, 2014: SAVE THE DATE FOR OUR VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT & SUMMER KICK OFF

A P P LY F O R F A L L 2 0 1 4 @
T H E P R O V I N C E DAY TO N .C O M
3 4 1 9 C L O V E R I D G E C T • 9 3 7. 4 2 9. 5 2 8 8
Rates & fees subject to change. See office for details. Limited time only. While supplies last.

